WOMB OF THE CELESTIAL WOMAN
This illustration shows the actual retrograde and ’gestation’ period of Jupiter in the ’womb’ of Virgo. Before Jupiter becomes retrograde, it enters into retrograde zone and starts slowing down. Before it becomes stationary and
starts moving into its backward direction, it keeps moving forward direction with an apparent slower speed. Jupiter remains in a brief stationary position before it starts moving backwards. The time when Jupiter enters
the Retrograde is approximately 9 months. The illustration will highlight key time markers and show that the position of the ‘birthing’ location is in approximate phi ratio to the ‘Womb of Virgo.
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From November 20, 2016 Jupiter enter ‘womb’ of Virgo to ‘birth’ on September
9, 2017 = 293 days or 9
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Depiction of Jupiter ‘s ‘birth’ as it crosses the threshold of the ‘birth
canal’ of Virgo.
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The Virgo Sign is approximated every year in either September or October as the
Sun passes along the Ecliptic. What is apparently unique is that accompanying
alignments and conjunctions make it stand out. Most notably will be the retrograde of Jupiter. It takes about 12 years for it to traverse the 12 Signs. However
to have it synchronized to the Virgo Sign and Comet 67p adds significance.
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months, 20 days excluding the end date

Retrograde ends

Birth of the Manchild

The Branch
A typology of the Messiah to come

As far as Biblical ‘signs’ go, the actual sign is not the event itself. If something or someone is to be ‘birthed’, this
event is just signaling that the event is perhaps on the horizon and about to occur. However this Virgo Sign is a
‘prophetic template’ that can be applied on many levels, to an extent. It speaks of Jesus Christ’s works as a type.
On another level of possible prophetic meaning, this sign could be related to Israel or a completed gestation
period of a ‘body’ associated to Christ’s Body. On the other hand, it can also be associated with the ‘birthing’ of
the New World Order and/or its ‘Christ’ Manchild; in this case the AntiChrist. What is interesting is that at the
midpoint of the regression of Jupiter of Retrograde, Passovers occurs in the midpoint on April 10. 2017.

